A number of 3-variable chemical and other systems capable of showing 'nonperiodic' oscillations are governed by walking-stick shaped maps as Poincare cross-sections in state space. The 2-dimensional simple walking-stick diffeomorphism contains the one-dimensional 'single-humped' Li-Yorke map (known to be chaos producing) as a 'degenerate' special case. To prove that chaos is possible also in strictly 2-dimensional walking-stick maps, it suffices to show that a homoclinic point (and hence an in finite number of periodic solutions) is possible in these maps. Such a point occurs in the second iterate at a certain (modest) 'degree of overlap' of the walking-stick map. At a slightly larger degree, a 'nonlinear horseshoe map' is formed in the second iterate. It implies presence of periodic trajectories of all even periodicities (at least) in the walking-stick map. At the same time, two major, formerly disconnected, chaotic subregimes merge into one. Diagnostic criterion: presence of 'syncopes' in an otherwise non-monotone sequence of amplitudes.
Introduction
Continuous 3-variable systems showing an ap parently nonperiodic oscillatory behavior have been described first in hydrodynamic systems by Lo renz 1, Moore and Spiegel2, and Cook and Roberts 3. Later, similarly behaving systems were also found in abstract reaction kinetics4-8, in abstract neuro dynamics 9, and in abstract ecology10. Concrete chemical systems displaying the same behavior have been observed since n ' 12.
All these systems can be classified into two major classes 13: those in which the chaotic behavior is due to the presence of a 'folded' Poincare map in state space, and those in which it is due to a 'cut' Poin care map. The systems in 2' 4-7' 9-12 belong to the former category, while those in 3' 8 belong to the latter.
The observation that the former 'zoo' is larger at the time being may reflect the fact that a single second-order nonlinearity suffices for the generation of this type of behavior (see 7 and 14 for examples), while at least two second-order nonlinearities are required for the 'cut' type (see 1 and 13) .
The qualitative behavior of the 'cut' class has been elucidated recently15 ' 16 , in accordance with earlier results of Lorenz 1. The underlying Poincare map 15 has an interesting ('sandwich-like'13) struc ture and is related to a socalled Baker's transfor mation 17.
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In contrast, the qualitative behavior of the simpler, 'folded' class is still less well understood. In the following, the existence of a simple connec tion will be established between walking-stick maps on the one hand, and the well-known dynamical notions of homoclinic point and horseshoe map on the other hand.
Some Historical Remarks
Systems that are governed by a folded Poincare map in state space are actually known for a rather long time. Khaikin's 'universal circuit' 18 is a prototypic example; its non-periodic capabilities have nonetheless been overlooked for a long time4. A differential equation of the same class was also con sidered by Smale 19 , who expressed the "feeling . . . that one can expect the qualitative behavior of this differential equation in 3-space to be rather com plicated" and suggested that a study of its Poincare map "should be a relevant, interesting and chal lenging problem", but gave no clues as to the form of this map. Moore and Spiegel 2, in turn, did ob serve non-periodic oscillations in their system (which again is of related type), but did not look at its Poincare map. Kopell20, in studying a non-linear 3-variable control system, the Danziger-Elmergreen oscillator21, stressed that this system should be capable of non-trivial recurrent oscillations in the sense of Birkhoff 22 . This system indeed shows chaos if a slight modification of the piece-wise linear orig inal feed-back term is allowed 23.
The first example of a chaotic trajectorial flow governed by a walking-stick map seems to be the '3-dimensional mincer'24 or 'blender' 4 of abstract reaction kinetics. At that time it seemed4 that the underlying folded map was simply identical with Smale's well-known horseshoe map 20 -which is not the case, however26' 13. Henon27 found a folded re gime in numerical studies of cross-sections through the trajectorial flow of the Lorenz equation at a cer tain set of parameter values. The same finding was independently made in 28, where the corresponding map was classified as a (non-linear) 'horseshoe map'. Ruelle 29 has also reported on a folded map, as cited by Henon30. Henon's own folded map 30, involving a rotation by exactly 90 degrees, is not assumed to be realizable by simple continuous flows. The same holds true for Oster and Guckenheimer's piece-wise linear map 31.
The Walking-Stick Map
In Fig. 1 , the walking-stick map 13 is depicted: a more or less rectangular disk is mapped onto part of itself in such a way that it is first 'elongated' and 'thinned' and then 'folded over' (at one end) before being put bade into itself4' 5' 7. The arrowheads in the figure are to facilitate identification. The map is as sumed to be a diffeomorphism (that is, a differentiable one-to-one and onto map whose inverse is also differentiate32) . This is because the map is assumed to be 'suspended' (cf. 25) by a trajectorial flow generated by a set of ordinary differential equations. Moreover, it is assumed that the map is 'simple', meaning that unnecessary distortions (apart from those directly related to the elongating, compressing and folding procedure) are either ab sent or small. Specifically, the 'elongation' is to be positive everywhere, so that there are no pieces that are 'horizontally compressed' during the process, except (if necessary for the region near the pro spective 'knee'. (This 'monotonicity assumption' seems to be justified in realistic differential systems like that in 7.)
As seen in Fig. 1 , the image of the disk al ways lies in its interior. It is therefore possible to 'nibble away' from the sides of the disk, until no 'superfluous parts' (to which no points return) are left. This leads to the pictures of Fig. 2 
There is Exactly One Fixed Point in the Walking-Stick Map
The left, and prospective 'lower', part of the walking-stick map (Fig. 2 a) cannot contain a fixed point since it does not map upon itself. The righthand, and 'upper', portion of the map contains at least one fixed point, for part of it maps on itself. The fact that something like a 'monotone expansion' applies to horizontal directions and something like a 'monotone contraction' to vertical directions, sug gests that there may be a single fixed point of saddle character.
This conjecture is confirmed on closer inspection. A representative case is depicted in Figure 3 . Again, a 'cutting-off procedure with respect to those parts of the map that do not return, is applied. In Fig. 3 a, the iterative cutting process is confined to the hori zontal direction. It is bound to come to a standstill (unless the 'main axes' of the original domain and its picture are strictly parallel, which is non-generic). As shown in Fig. 3 b, the same cutting method can now be performed in the vertical direction, until another standstill is reached. Thereafter, the hori zontal procedure can be applied again, and so forth. In Fig. 3 c, a 'short-cut' is shown. Within this cycle, the situation becomes more and more 'iden tical' (except for the shrinking size) between one round of iteration and the next. This assures con vergence (and, ultimately, linearity).
The resulting single fixed point has the properties sketched in Fig. 4 a, if it is located in a sufficiently 'horizontal' segment of the first iterate. The fixed point then is a saddle point with the unusual (and in continuous 2-dimensional dynamical systems im possible) property that the points to the left and to the right of each eigenvector (seeparatrix) are oscil lating around the saddle (as indicated). If there is no 'horizontal net elongation' (Fig. 4 b) , the fixed point is a stable node (again with an orientation reversal occurring in the directions of both of its eigenvectors). If the fixed point is located in a more 'vertical' segment, it is an unstable focus (supposed there is sufficient elongation) : Figure 4 c. Other wise it is a stable focus. These are the only generic possibilities. (Notice that, according to the Hartman-Grobman theorem, the local neighborhood of hyperbolic fixed points -like those described -is a linear automorphism, namely, the local derivative; see 25.)
Second Iterate Contains Two Walking-Stick Maps
The second iterate of a walking-stick map has the form seen in Figure 5 b. The fixed point inherited from the first iterate (Fig. 5 a) has also been en- Figure 1 . This is emphasized in Figure 5 c. Figure 5 d shows that again two 'proper' walking-stick maps may be formed, in dependence on the degree of overlap of the original map.
Obviously, the overlap in the two new (proper) walking-stick maps is generically either smaller or larger than that of the original proper map.
Some Quantitative Implications
In the general case, no quantitative predictions as to the ratio of overlaps can be made, especially as far as higher iterates are concerned. The reason for this (as we shall see, only partial) drawback is that the position of the fixed point in the respective next walking-stick map depends not only on the relative positions of fixed point and overlapping edge of the last map, but as well on other parts of that map, about which nothing is known in general.
Nonetheless, the following statement can be made: if the 'edge' of the overlapping portion of the origi nal map comes 'sufficiently close' to the level of the fixed point, the next map will show an even greater overlap with respect to its own fixed point. Thus, there is a 'threshold of overlap' beyond which an 'amplification of overlaps' occurs. It is valid for one round of iteration.
Sufficient Overlap Implies Homoclinic Point for the Second Iterate
The last finding of a possible 'amplification' of overlap includes as a special case the situation depicted in Figure 6 . Here the overlap of the second iterate is 'total'. This occurs whenever the level of the fixed point in the original map is actually sur passed by the edge of the handle of the walkingstick. This still corresponds to a quite 'moderate' overlap in terms of the original map. One of the new maps formed is shown once more in Fig. 6 c, again with unnecessary parts omitted (box). The map in the box is closely related to Smale's horseshoe m ap25. Only the 'linearity con dition' assumed and stressed by Smale 25 is not ful filled. This justifies the name 'non-linear horseshoe map' for the new map.
The most remarkable property of the new map is illustrated in Figure 7 . It is the formation of a transversal homoclinic point (H in Figure 7) . Such a point consists of the intersection between the stable Poincare33 first detected the possibility that in surface transformations, the stable and unstable separatrix of a saddle-type fixed point may intersect. He also recognized that a single such crossing im plies an infinite number of crossings under sub sequent iterations (so that a non-periodic trajectory is formed). Poincare33 incidentally also stressed that such points and trajectories should readily form in non-linear 3-variable differential systems (cited after 34) .
Later, Birkhoff3o gave a simple geometric proof that in the neighborhood of every homoclinic point, an infinite number of periodic solutions exist. Smale 36 showed, specifically, that every transversal homoclinic point determines the formation of a 'shift automorphism', so that presence of periodic solutions of all integer periodicities is implied, for some iterate of the map.
Walking-Stick Map of Sufficient Overlap Implies Chaos of all Even Periodicities
In the present case, chaos of all integer periodi cities is implied by the map that contains H (the nonlinear horseshoe map), so that there is chaos of all even periodicities in the original map. A suffi cient condition is that the overlap of the non-linear horseshoe map be great enough that the 'knee' of the map is being 'cut out in total' at the next iteration. This condition is illustrated in Figure 8 . It is now possible to proceed with the same fixedpoint argument as used in Section 4. To begin, the new fixed point for the first iterate of the non linear horseshoe map (corresponding to a period-2 solution of the basic walking-stick map) is formed in the same manner as that in Fig. 3 ; the resulting fixed pointhas been entered into Fig. 8 (approximate posi  tion) . The second iterate of the non-linear horseshoe map also contains a new fixed point (corresponding to period-4 of the basic map), see Figure 9 . In Fig. 9 a, the whole map is shown. A (half-) portion is repeated in Figure 9 b. Only this portion need be considered: a whole region (namely, that located between the two 'vertical' arrows) has been folded back over itself (and pulled through itself) in such a way that the image of the right-hand border finally lies to the left of the left-hand border. This means that the iteration process used in Fig. 3 can be applied again. The first two steps are shown in Figs. 9c and 9 d ; from here, Fig. 3 (third picture of Fig. 3 a) takes over. Hence there is a (saddle-like) fixed point of Fig. 9 . Formation of a non-trivial period-2 fixed point in the second iterate of the non-linear horseshoe map of Figure 8 (see text).
period-4 in the original map. Similarly, Fig. 10 shows a half-portion of the third iterate. The lower part of this picture has the same structure as the relevant (middle and left-hand) parts of Fig. 9 b, so that Fig. 9 d is obtained again in two steps. This leads to a fixed point of period 6 in the basic map. Figure 11 , finally, shows a half-portion of the fourth iterate, where the situation is again the same (yield ing period-8 in the basic map) ; and so forth. Thus, there is a degree of overlap in walkingstick maps ('a bit beyond the level of the fixed point') which determines presence of periodic solu tions of (at least) all even periodicities.
Connected Chaos Occurs Last
The finding of Section 6 (amplification of over laps beyond a certain threshold) implies that the same mechanism which leads to the formation of a transversal homoclinic point ('total overlap') in the second iterate, will be fulfilled for some higher iterate first, if a continually increasing overlap is assumed. Especially the two walking-stick maps generated in the fourth iterate by one of the walkingstick maps of the second iterate will show total over lap earlier than those of the second iterate do.
This means that two (indeed, many) disconnected chaotic regimes appear first under a gradual increase of overlap. They then merge in a pairwise manner until, finally, only a single chaotic regime remains. Thus, 'connected chaos' (defined by the absence of major disconnected regimes) occurs last37.
Syncope Implies Chaos
As long as there are two (or more) independent chaotic subregimes in a walking-stick map system, this is reflected by an 'amplitude gap' in the other wise irregular oscillations: certain values of 'hori zontal' amplitude are never observed.
absence of the gap, and hence a fortiori for the presence of chaos, is the absence of strict nonmonotonicity between subsequent 'horizontal' am plitudes. Fig. 12 . Formation of 'amplitude gap' at a degree of overlap that is sufficient for chaos to occur in the two submaps of Figure 5 d. g = medium strip (see text).
The formation of the amplitude gap is illustrated in Figure 12 . It is readily verified that the shaded parts (corresponding to the 'lower' portion of the first iterate) will never map onto a certain medium strip of the map in which also the fixed point is contained, no matter what the number of iterations. Since the strip belongs to the prospective 'upper' part of the map (which is not folding but just ex panding; see Section 4), all points starting in this region will soon end up in the shaded parts. Hence the formation of a 'gap' in the horizontal ampli tudes. The gap can be expected to be reflected in most continuous observations of a physical system that is governed by this type of a map.
A closing of the gap is equivalent to the overlap reaching the level of the fixed point. (More pre cisely, the gap is defined by the distance of the edge of the walking-stick's handle to the oj-separatrix of the saddle; it is 'closed' when the homoclinic point of Fig. 7 appears. ) A diagnostic criterion -if the walking-stick map is sufficiently 'flat' -for the ' A t^W Y t Fig. 13 . 'Syncope' is an otherwise non-monotone temporal sequence. A is assumed to be monotonically related to the main (that is, horizontal) amplitude of a walking-stick map. Only subsequent amplitudes (maxima) are shown, m = value about which the amplitude mostly oscillates; sy = syncopic event; t = time. This is easy to observe (see Fig. 13 ) : an excep tion to strict non-monotonicity imposes as a sort of 'syncope'. (For example, two steps up in a row, or two steps down in a row.) The criterion "syncope implies chaos" may -in view of the fact that walk ing-stick map chaos constitutes a frequently oc curring type (see Introduction) -perhaps even ac quire practical significance.
Discussion
The simplest chaos producing diffeomorphic map, the walking-stick map, proved easily analyzable. After a few simple steps, the Poincare-BirkhoffSmale theory of homoclinic points could be applied. In addition, the distinction of 'disconnected' vs. 'connected' chaos became possible. Connected chaos has the asset of being easily recognizable (by 'syn copes') .
It should be pointed out now what has not been shown. In the first line, the absence of a periodic attractor (limit cycle) of large periodicity has not been shown. The probability is great that such an attractor is almost always present 26' 13, meaning that all observed non-periodic time segments of oscilla tion are either transients or parts of long cycles, if complete absence of perturbations is presupposed. In this respect, walking-stick map chaotic systems are 'inferior' to sandwich map chaotic systems; for sandwich map systems generically possess a strange attractor15' 16 (that is, a non-periodic limit set). Walking-stick map systems can only be said to possess a strange quasi-attractor 13, if indeed almost every at first irregular trajectory is eventually (at some un predictable moment in time) 'caught' by a peri odic attractor. This mathematically interesting dis tinction is, nonetheless, irrelevant from the point of view of applications (cf. 38) .
A second drawback is that a direct analogue to the Li-Yorke theorem 39, "period 3 implies chaos", has not been given. The one-dimensional Lorenz-LiYorke map, if 'single-humped', is a 'degenerate' special case to the here considered m ap13. Thus, "syncope implies chaos" also for the one-dimen sional case. As a diagnostic criterion, this theorem is even finer than the period 3 theorem. But it does not, of course, prove the presence of periodic solu tions of all periodicities, both even and odd, as the Li-Yorke criterion does. Moreover, the "period 6 implies chaos" criterion, which is implicit in the LiYorke theorem, is somewhat finer in turn than the "syncope" criterion (although the latter is easier to apply).
Validity of the Li-Yorke theorem ("period 3 im plies periodic solutions of all integer periodicities")
